Who we are

Uniting over a century of experience in compression and power generator solutions, Euro Gas Systems and Scantech Offshore Nigeria have combined their expertise, knowledge and skillsets to deliver their first phase expansion, EGSTech Nigeria.

Combining together as an affiliate and technical partner of James Fisher and Sons PLC, who operate in over 40 countries globally including Nigeria, we provide pioneering, safe and trusted solutions to complex problems in harsh environments.

EGSTech Nigeria is a registered trading brand of James Fisher Nigeria Ltd and duly certified to operate within the oil and gas industry by the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), the National Petroleum Investment Management Services (NAPIMS) and Nigeria Content Development and Monitoring Board (NCDMB).

What we do

Providing local aftermarket services from our Port Harcourt facility, we offer packaged gas compressors ranging from 100kW to 3.5MW in both electric and gas engine drives.

We continuously strive to deliver the highest quality compression packages and services, in addition to providing 24-hour support from our pool of fully EGS/OEM trained and certified local technicians. Our solutions are infinitely scalable in a range of flows and pressures to meet your gas compressor needs and can be delivered directly to your doorstep.

Our commitment to on-time delivery is proven by our excellent track record of delivering hundreds of compressor packages worldwide. By practicing careful internal planning, we are able to boast an increase in volume capability for multiple unit orders and maintain the shortest lead time possible.

www.egstech-ng.com
ScanTech Offshore Nigeria
ScanTech Offshore Nigeria is a leading provider of well testing support services for the global oil and gas industry, delivering air compressors, steam generators, rig-cooling equipment, safety enhancing products and personnel services globally.

Euro Gas Systems (EGS)
EGS is an approved packager and official distributor of gas compressors for several market leading manufactures, such as Ariel Corporation, GEA Grasso and Howden, and an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for world-class reciprocating engine manufacturers such as Waukesha and Caterpillar.

Services we offer
- Gas turbine generators
- Gas booster compressors
- Gas engine generators
- CNG systems & virtual pipelines
- Gas to liquids

APPLICATIONS
UPSTREAM
- Wellhead compression
- Enhanced oil recovery
- Natural gas gathering
- Air and nitrogen injection

MIDSTREAM
- Pipeline transmission
- Gas storage injection withdrawal

DOWNSTREAM
- Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)

EGSTech Nigeria - Head Office
Floor 2, Architects Place,
2 Idowu Taylor Street,
Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria

EGSTech Nigeria - Operations & Maintenance Facility
69/70 Oco Road,
Trans Amadi Industrial Layout,
Rivers State, Port Harcourt, Nigeria

www.egstech-ng.com
sales@egstech-ng.com
www.scantechoffshore.com
www.eurogassystems.com
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